Abstract-ModelNet is a network emulator designed for repeatable, large-scale experimentation with real networked systems. This talk introduces the ideas behind ModelNet that have made it a successful experimental platform. Beyond these core concepts, the talk highlights the latest additions to our methodology to test the next generation of network protocols and applications. Many of these developments address the datacenter compute environment: high-capacity networks, sophisticated infrastructure software (storage and virtualization), and complex network load. While these efforts significantly extend ModelNet's capabilities, there remain a number of open challenges, including incorporating new performance objectives (energy) and multicore architectures.
II. The Need to Evolve
ModelNet was designed when network overlays, multicast protocols and peer-to-peer systems ran on hundreds of machines across the wide area. Today, datacenters are the dominant computing platform with current estimates of 7000 data centers in the US alone [6] . Networked systems, including data processing architectures like MapReduce, run at multiple datacenters, using thousands of machines and petabytes of data. These datacenters internally use high-speed networking technologies and are connected to each other via multiple long/fat links. While traditional DHT systems have found new life within the networking [7] and objectbased storage infrastructure [8] , other infrastructure software must manage the swarms of virtual machines (and storage) that host client applications, providing the proverbial "compute cloud."
This environment challenges various aspects of the original ModelNet design. In a datacenter setting, how can we explore the impact of future networking technologies without buying the corresponding new hardware? Or consider the task of buying a new storage system: How can we test the system at scale (hundreds to thousands of clients) without the hardware and administrative overhead? Finally, datacenter networks carry an incredibly diverse, time varying workload; how will this impact other services? By appropriately expanding the roll of ModelNet's edge nodes, we can make it easier to answer these kinds of questions.
III. Time Dilation
The ability to use unmodified end-user applications is a key strength of the ModelNet architecture, but it requires emulating the network in real time. This fundamentally limits the fastest emulated link to the fastest physical link in the ModelNet cluster. In contrast, simulators [9] often manipulate time, trading hours of real time to simulate fast (or huge) networks for a few simulated minutes. But they must often run alternate, simulated versions of the system under test.
We developed time dilation [10] to resolve this seeming impasse. Time dilation provides the illusion to an operating system and its applications that time is passing at a rate different from physical time. We modify a virtual machine monitor to make time appear to move slower for the guest OS. For example, time dilation can convince a system that for every 10 seconds of wall clock time, only one second of time passes in the operating system's dilated time frame. Time dilation does not, however, change the arrival rate of events from I/O devices such as the network interface. Hence, from the guest OS's perspective, physical resources appear 10 times faster: in particular, data arriving from a network interface at a physical rate of 1-Gbps appears to the OS to be arriving at 10-Gbps. We refer to the ratio between the rate at which time passes in the physical world to the operating system's perception of time as the time dilation factor, or TDF.
By employing TDF values greater than one, time dilation enables the network to appear to have more capacity than is physically possible. Using this, for instance, we can explore the impact of a potential upgrade to 10-GigE equipment while still experimenting on 1-GigE technology. We can also evaluate the impact of networks with gigabits of bisection bandwidth or the high-speed/high-latency links between datacenters. For instance, while TCP is known to operate sub-optimally across such links, time dilation makes it feasible to evaluate new transport protocols designed for these high bandwidth-delay environments [11] .
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IV. DieCast and Swing
Services within datacenters may use hundreds or thousands of machines. Emulating how these work at scale is critical but running an experiment with thousands of nodes is challenging both economically and technically. DieCast [12] , leverages time dilation to emulate large-scale services on a small set of physical nodes trading time for physical resources. Time dilation makes all devices appear faster, including the disk and the CPU; DieCast exploits this to scale down the physical hardware requirements for the experiment. By modifying the virtual machine monitor's CPU scheduler, and integrating a disk model into the VMM, DieCast allows a user to emulate many physical machines on a single node. DieCast has been used to test and validate commercial scalable storage systems. Panasas builds PanFS, an object-based cluster filesystem. To meet customer requirements, they need to make sure the system can perform well under a given client's access pattern. Using DieCast, we were able to increase the number of simultaneous clients used to stress-test their system by an order of magnitude, multiplexing a 1000-machine experiment on 100 physical machines.
Unlike live testbeds, such as Planetlab, a ModelNet emulation will only see the traffic from the users applications. In order to understand the effects of cross traffic we developed Swing [13] . Swing is a closedloop, network responsive traffic generator that accurately captures the packet interactions of a range of applications using a simple structural model. Starting from observed traffic at a single point in the network, Swing automatically extracts distributions for user, application, and network behavior. It then generates live packet traffic corresponding to the underlying models in the ModelNet environment. By modeling fine-grained user, network and application behavior Swing can reproduce burstiness in traffic across a range of timescales. Swing also provides users with a set of intuitive knobs that can be tuned to project traffic to alternate scenarios. For instance, it allows the user to change assumptions about network conditions, application mix and application characteristics, for instance the response size of objects, to generate new traffic.
V. Future work
With these facilities, ModelNet provides an emulation environment for accurately testing the core network, future networking scenarios and protocols, and sophisticated large-scale distributed services. However a number of challenges remain. ModelNet provides a simplistic view of the emulated network with limited packet processing and shortest path routing via static routes. This limits the ability to experiment with new routing architectures and protocols [14] , [15] . Additionally, models may be required for exploring energy-aware networking, and for emulating various failure modes of both end systems and network components. Our hope is that this extra functionality can be realised by taking advantage of emerging multicore architectures to limit the impact on emulation scalability.
ModelNet is currently available for FreeBSD and Linux. Efforts are underway for a new distribution that includes a regression suite to ensure correct installation along with a preliminary assist for debugging misconfigurations. More information may be found online at: http://modelnet.sysnet.ucsd.edu.
